
 

 



 

 A Three-Day Workshop On “Analog Circuit Design And Simulation” 

                                                             By 

                                                   Always@VLSI 

Department Of ECE  

 

Name of the event: Analog Circuit Design And Simulation 

Dates: 06-07-2020 

Venue: R106 

No. of students participated: 71 

Objective of the event: 

    The "Analog Circuit Design And Simulation" event organized by the Always@VLSI 

technical club aims to provide participants with a comprehensive understanding of analog 

circuit design principles and simulation techniques. Through a series of workshops, seminars, 

and practical demonstrations, the event seeks to equip attendees with the knowledge and 

skills necessary to design, simulate, and analyze analog circuits effectively. Participants will 

have the opportunity to explore various tools and software platforms commonly used in the 

industry, gaining hands-on experience in circuit simulation and validation. Additionally, the 

event aims to foster a collaborative learning environment where participants can engage with 

experts, share insights, and collaborate on innovative circuit design projects. Ultimately, the 

objective is to empower attendees to become proficient analog circuit designers capable of 

tackling real-world challenges in the field of VLSI technology. 

Description of the event: 

     The "Analog Circuit Design And Simulation" event, meticulously organized by the 

Always@VLSI technical club, is a comprehensive platform tailored for enthusiasts and 

professionals alike, delving into the intricate world of analog circuitry. Through a blend of 

informative seminars, hands-on workshops, and interactive demonstrations, participants are 



immersed in the art and science of designing and simulating analog circuits. Led by seasoned 

industry experts, attendees explore fundamental principles, advanced techniques, and 

emerging trends in analog circuit design. Leveraging state-of-the-art simulation tools, 

participants gain practical experience in modeling, analyzing, and optimizing various circuit 

configurations. Moreover, the event fosters a collaborative environment, encouraging 

networking, knowledge sharing, and fostering lasting connections within the VLSI 

community. With a focus on practical learning and skill enhancement, this event equips 

participants with the necessary expertise to tackle real-world challenges and excel in the 

dynamic field of analog circuit design. 

Outcome of the event: 

     The "Analog Circuit Design And Simulation" event resulted in substantial outcomes for 

participants, ranging from enriched knowledge to enhanced practical skills. Attendees gained 

a deep understanding of analog circuit design principles and simulation methodologies 

through engaging workshops and informative sessions led by industry experts. By leveraging 

state-of-the-art simulation tools, participants were able to develop and validate complex 

analog circuits, honing their abilities in modeling and analysis. Furthermore, the event 

provided valuable networking opportunities, allowing participants to connect with peers and 

professionals, fostering collaboration and knowledge exchange within the VLSI community. 

Overall, the event facilitated the personal and professional growth of participants, equipping 

them with the expertise and connections necessary to excel in the dynamic field of analog 

circuit design and simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Photos of the event: 

 

 

Constructing schematic, symbols and simulating the analog circuits 



 

 

 



 

 

 


